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You don't choose the automatic option on these amazing cars. It has become an automotive gospel to preach about the superiority of manual transmission. We love shifting gears ourselves, but we've come to realize that some cars can actually be better with fast gear shifting automatic or dual jumper.
Don't worry, we haven't given up the old-fashioned manual completely. That's why we came up with five new cars that we wouldn't order under any circumstances with their automatic option. These cars deserve manual transmission. Aston Martin Aston Martin Vantage is an interesting choice for two
reasons. First, Vantage is now the only Aston Martin that is still offered with the manual. Aston Martin is committed to being the last manufacturer to still offer the traditional manual, but if everyone still orders a Vantage with an automatic, then Aston will be forced to stop offering it. Vantage still has an old,
slow-changing automatic transmission that's not nearly as fun as a manual. Automatic cars also suffered an appeal for loss of power, while all handheld models were without issue. The Mazda Fiat Mazda Miata and the Fiat 124 are the reincarnations of the classic British roadster. These roadsters were all
about light, low performance entertainment and wringing the most out of a small engine. Automatic doesn't give the driver as much control over the car, and goes against Mazda's Jinba Ittai philosophy. The Mazda MX-5 and Fiat 124 come with an average six-speed vending machine as an option, which is
nothing to write home. A dual clutch transmission would certainly be a better choice for those who simply cannot control the manual. The current Subaru WRX is the first to ever be offered with any automatic transmission. In questionable thrust, Subaru decided to load the WRX with a CVT transmission
instead of a normal automatic or dual clutch. CVT is good to be smooth in the economy of cars like the normal Impreza, but we see absolutely no reason to have one in a sports sedan. The WRX is one of the few affordable sports sedans that is offered with the manual, and that's how we would buy one.
Good thing wrx sti is still only available with manual. Fiat Like the WRX, the Fiat 500 Abarth was originally offered only with manual transmission. The 500 and 500 Abarth came with a five-speed manual that was definitely behind most modern cars. We've never had a problem with the lack of wheels in the
manual gearbox because Abarth was such a blast to drive. The 500 Abarth was recently updated with more power and is now offered with a six-speed slot machine in Abarth upholstery that takes a bit of fun. This amazing hot hatchback is much better when you can move it yourself. Lotus It is still almost
impossible to buy a supercar with manual transmission. Ferrari and Lamborghini stopped offering them, but fortunately He's still making his cars with three pedals. Lotus Evora isn't exactly a supercar, but it's coming. The automatic transmission in the Evora is not as good as the Porsche PDK, and we
would like to buy the Evora manual before it gets replaced with a new model that could very well come without manual choice. They are not necessarily the fastest, but they are by far the most fun. It's only been a few days since news that a Ferrari called that ending on a manual was circulating and it
already seems it's time for a memorial. Prancing Horse once stood as a symbol and barometer for what the best cars in the world might be like. Ferrari still stands behind these driver-friendly values, but in the heat of the speed competition, it's lost some of the spark that made it the driver's first choice.
However, the subsequent collection of cars did not pass the same kind of castration. That's why the manufacturers of this video have assembled the Mini JCW Challenge, Ford Focus RS, Aston Martin V12 Vantage S, and Porsche Cayman GT4 together for proper thrashing. Since these are some of the
last cars that you can buy as manual options that also come with enthusiasts in mind, it is important to review them, if anything for the sole reason of capturing their personas and putting them into underwriting. It's a terrible thing to see more and more cars switch to automatic transmissions with no option
for the manual, but others like focus RS skew towards enthusiasts by offering only manuals. If Ford can do that, why can't Ferrari make a car just for fun? Hemera Technologies/AbleStock.com/Getty Images Classic cars that pre-date electronically controlled fuel injection often use a hand-held carbonator
to change the blend of fuel and air. A hand-held carbonator is a mechanical device that connects the inserting knob in the driver's compartment by means of a cable with a metal plate inside the carburetor. The metal plate moves to increase or decrease the amount of intake air to provide the optimal fuel
mixture for the engine. Effective use of manual aeative drug requires understanding the mechanism and effects of temperature changes on fuel. Pull the hand-held saute knob to reduce the air supply and provide a richer fuel-to-air ratio before starting ignition. Adjust the amount of the tray that you pull out
depending on the engine temperature. More fuel steam is present in the hot engine, which requires less carbonator. Pull the pusher knob more for a cold engine start, or on a cold day. More fuel droplets and less fuel vaping are present in the carburetor on a cold day, so you'll need more carbonator. Turn
on the ignition and start the engine. Adjust the ratio of fuel to air of the fuel mixture to the engine of the car by slowly pressing the hand saute when the engine warms up to the operating temperature. Listen to the engine and see if you need to fine-tune satiated position. If you hear the engine stuttering or
noise, adjust the position of the saute. Pull out the carbonator slightly to check that the engine requires more fuel. Push the carbonator slightly to check that the engine requires more air. After each setting, listen to the motor to hear the effect of the saute on the engine to determine the correct position of the
satiation system for smooth noise. Push the manual satay gradually as the car engine warms up. After the car's engine has reached normal operating temperature, usually only a few minutes, push the hand-held carbonator completely. 1 of the 31 Aston Martin Vantage The beautiful Aston Martin Vantage
sports car offers a seven-speed manual transmission – and we're glad it did. Unconventional dog-foot-pattern shifting is only offered on the track-ready AMR performance option. Powered by the twin-turbo 4.0-liter V-8 delivered from the Mercedes-AMG, the Vantage is as fast as it's beautiful. 2 of the 31
BMW 2 Series The manual transmission is still lively and good in BMW, starting at the entry level with the two-two-second series. The rear-powered 230i and M240i coupes can be specified using the six-speed manual, as well as the M240i convertible, the BMW M2 competition and the top-of-the-line M2.



The new 2-series Gran Coupe, however, will be an automatically-only affair. 3 out of 31 BMW 4 Series Although BMW has refrained from shifting sticks from the new 3-series, the outgoing 4-series still offers in some configurations. The 430i, 440i and 440i xDrive coupes can be accessed with a six-speed
manual, as well as a 430i Gran Coupe and a coupe as well as a convertible version of the M4. With the demise of the 6-series, though, that's the sum of BMW's manual offerings; The rest of the lineup is paired with slot machines, no matter how nicely you ask. And unfortunately, the new 4-series 2021 will
also be automatic. 4 of the Chevrolet Camaro's 31 Chevrolet Chevrolet has equal-opportunity access to three-pedal prestige in the Chevy Camaro, each version of which is available with a six-speed, from a base 1LS with a turbo 2.0-liter all the way up to the fire-breathing ZL1 with its turbocharged 6.2-liter
V-8. Sports models like the Camaro ZL1 1LE feature a roar matching to make sure you get it right every time–and sound like a heel-a-toe champion as you approach the red light. 5 of the 31 Chevrolet Corvette For better or worse, the mid-engine Corvette is offered exclusively with dual clutch
transmissions. GM engineers have quantified the lack of a manual transmission, and have said it would compromise the vehicle's design efficiency. But some C7 Corvettes are still available for now, and like any previous iteration, it can be had with a stick. The Vette's seven-speed manual is available by
default at the Stingray, Z06 and ZR1 base station. 6 of the 31 Chevrolet Spark with the Cruze suspended and the Chevy Sonic resued on automatic-only duty, the pint-size Spark must carry torch for small butterfly cars. It is still supplied by default with a five-speed manual. Moreover, with the launch of
THE MSRP just over $14,000, the hatchback is the cheapest new car on the market for 2020. 7 of the 31 Dodge Challenger As hard as it may be to believe, the Dodge Challenger is the only coupe that Fiat-Chrysler offers in the U.S. right now. Fortunately, though, several versions of the Mopar muscle car
are standard with a six-speed manual, hide and seek for entry-level SXT and GT models and range-icing Hellcat Redeye. 8 out of 31 Fiat 124 Spider While challenger is fca's only coupe, the Fiat 124 Spider is one of its only convertibles (along with the Alfa Romeo 4C Spider dual coupling). And with the
Fiat 500 hatchback away from the U.S. market, the 124 is also one of the group's only passenger cars to be offered with the manual. Like its cousin Mazda, it comes standard with a six-speed stick. 9 of the 31 Ford Mustang Almost every version of dearborn's pony car comes with a six-speed manual,
whether it's a fastback coupe or convertible, turbo-four or V-8. Unfortunately, the new Shelby GT500 is only available with a seven-speed dual clutch transmission. So if you insist on three pedals and want a high performance Ford Mustang, the Shelby GT350 is as focused and powerful as you can get. 10
of 31 Genesis G70 Kudos group Hyundai for offering one of the widest ranges of handmade vehicles on the market. It also applies to its upscale Genesis division, which offers its entry-level G70 luxury sedan with a six-speed stick-though in one specification, with a turbo 2.0-liter inline-four and rear-wheel
drive. Models with all-wheel drive and V-6 are equipped with automatic transmission. The same goes for flagship G90 and mid-level G80 sedans, including the so-called G80 Sport. 11 of the 31 Honda Accord Looking for a workaday midsize sedan with a stick? Honda has you covered with the Accord. The
six-speed manual is available on the Mid-Belt Sport with either a turbocharged 1.5- or 2.0-liter inline-four as a no-cost option. This is one of the reasons why the Agreement has appeared on our list of 10Best a record 34 times. 12 of the 31 Honda Civic Honda Civic offers manual in more models than the
larger Accord. You can order a civic sedan or coupe with six speeds either in sport or get a robe, or you can get a range-it-yourself gearbox in a Hatchback Civic in Sport, Sport Touring, and Type R specifications. 13 of Honda's 31 Fit Honda recently unveiled a brand new Fit, and it's a hybrid. With
subcompact hatchbacks dropping like flies out of the U.S. market, the jury is still out on whether the new Fit will make it into this part of the world. But for the time being, the current model, introduced here in 2014, can still be found with a six-speed manual at all levels of equipment, hide and seek for top
EX-L. The Honda Fit offers a surprising amount of space for its size, and for the price, it's a real deal, heel-and-toe training. 14 of the 31 Hyundai Accent One of the cheapest new cars on the market on this side of the Nissan Versa and mentioned Chevy Spark, Hyundai Accent comes standard with six
wheels and three pedals. The moment you step out of the basic Model SE at the mid level sel or top limited upholstery, even if you are stuck with cvt. But it's not the only handmade car from this Korean automaker. 15 of the 31 Hyundai Elantra GT Hyundai will no longer offer manual transmission on the
Elantra sedan. This model will come with either a continuously variable or dual clutch automatic transmission, depending on the level of the gearbox. The five-door Elantra GT hatchback now pairs exclusively with a six-speed automatic transmission. But for those who prefer their hot (or warm) hatches with
three pedals, the sportier Model N Line packs a six-speed manual than standard equipment. 16 of the 31 Hyundai Veloster Standard-Carrier for stick-shift faithful in the Hyundai lineup, the Veloster comes standard with a six-speed manual, whether you opt for a base 2.0-liter four, a turbocharged 1.6-liter
four, or a top Veloster N with a turbocharged 2.0-liter four. Of course, you can still get a six-speed vending machine with a basic engine or a seven-speed dual-link with a turbo, but not on the N-spec hot hatch, which should tell you a thing or two about the type of enthusiasts Hyundai is out attracting with
its new power line. 17 of the 31 Kia Forte/Forte GT The only car the Kia offers with a stick is the Forte sedan. The six-speed manual is available in basic FE level upholstery and in a turbocharged Forte GT (also available with seven-speed dual jumper). All other models come with CVT. Everything else Kia
has to offer (except the Seoul crossover) has automatic, from CVT in cheaper Rio to an eight-speed slushbox in the Stinger. 18 of the 31 Lotus Evora GT S Elise and Exige have long since left the U.S. market, and with the Evija electric hypercar still to come, the Evora GT is the only road car that Lotus
currently sells here. It's also one of the few mid-engine sports cars you can buy with a shift stick. Although automatic is available on the outgoing Evora 400, the six-speed manual is the only choice on the GT. We like to think the company is simplifying it, then add the lightness the founder, Colin Chapman,
would like to make it so. 19 of the 31 Mazda 3 Probably one of the best looking cars on the road, the Mazda 3 can be had with a stick. But like some of its competitors, the manual is only available in one configuration: a hatchback with front-wheel drive and a Premium package. If you want a sedan, all-
wheel drive or a lower level of upholstery, you'll need to settle for automatic. No matter how you slice, you get the same 2.5-liter four-pot. 20 of 31 Mazda MX-5 Miata We hope we will never see the day when mazda miata is not Stick. so far everything is fine. Now on its fourth generation, the MX-5 is still
resolutely true to the original format. Mazda offers both an MX-5 roadster and an RF (for a fastback) with a choice of manual or automatic six-speed gearbox at all trim levels. 21 of the 31 Mitsubishi Mirage Mitsubishi Mirage is one of the cheapest cars out there, and the basic versions of both the
Hatchback Mirage and Mirage G4 sedan come standard with a stick. Like Chevy Sparkova, it's five-speed. Higher-specification versions – and we use this term generously – will be supplyed with CVT and, as a result, we will return better fuel consumption. 22 of the 31 Nissan 370Z 370Z is how Nissan has
been doing sports cars since 2009. Not much has changed. The roadster was cut off, but the coupe soldiers on. The Nissan 370Z comes with a stick in most trim levels, including the NISMO version, but the loaded Sport Touring model requires an otherwise optional seven-speed automatic. The six-speed
manual has a roar-matching function that puts the speed where you need it when you fall into lower gears. 23 of Nissan's 31 Versa Nissan dropped the Versa Note hatchback from its U.S. lineup, but the Versa sedan is back and better than ever as a brand new model for 2020. It may not be as cheap as
the old one, but it's still one of the most budget-friendly new cars you can buy, and you can get it with a manual. It has five quicks, and as with the larger Sentra, is only available on base with upholstery. Higher-level models will receive CVT. 24 of the 31 Porsche 718 Boxster/718 Cayman Porsches can do
more crossovers than sports cars, but it still appreciates its enthusiastic fan base and offers them manuals throughout the 718 lineup. Both the Cayman Coupe and the Boxster convertible are equipped with a six-speed (or optional seven-speed dual clutch transmission) in all upholstery. Plus, hardcore
Cayman GT4 and Boxster Spyder come exclusively with a stick shift. 25 311 What is happening? Six quicks isn't enough for you in your three-pedal Porsche? But the German automaker covered you. It recently reintroduced the seven-speed manual transmission option in the 911 lineup. It is currently
available on the new 992-generation Carrera S and Carrera 4S in both coupe and convertible body styles as a no-cost option over an eight-speed dual coupling. Currently, you can't spec the base of the Carrera coupe and convertible with the manual. This is also true of the 991 transmission of the GT3 RS,
GT2 RS and Turbo models. But now, the old Carrera GTS and Targa models are still available with a seven-speed stick and a GT3 with a six-speed. As for the speedster (if you can get your hands on one), that can be spec'd only with a six-speed manual. 26 of the 31 Subaru BRZ/Toyota 86 Co-developed
by these two Japanese brands, the Toyota 86 and subaru BRZ come standard with a six-speed manual overboard, although you can get car with a 6-speed automatic depending on the upholstery. In the minds of many enthusiasts, that gives Toyota's sports car a leg up to the more powerful and capable
new Toyota Supra, which comes exclusively with an eight-speed vending machine. 27 of the 31 Subaru Impreza/WRX/STI Subaru plays to its enthusiastic fan base by still offering a manual on Impreza. Customers can spec their basic sedan, base hatch, or Sport hatch with five-speed as an alternative to
the CVT. The combination of manual transmission and subaru all-wheel drive system makes Imprez something of a rarity in the passenger car market. 28 of the 31 Toyota Corolla Although you can still order a line-it-yourself gearbox in a Toyota Corolla, your options for it are more limited are for its arch
rival, the Honda Civic. Toyota offers a stick on the Corolla sedan, but only on one level of equipment. The Corolla SE may be an option with a six-speed manual as an alternative to the standard CVT. Buyers can also spec manual on SE and XSE versions of the Hatchback Corolla. 29 of toyota's 31 Toyota
Yaris Toyota offers Yaris in both sedan and hatchback molds. But while it previously provided manual transmission on both body styles, it eliminated its availability on the 2020 hatchback. However, you can opt for a six-speed stick on the bottom two of the three levels of sedan upholstery. 30 of VW's 31
Volkswagen Golf/Golf GTI unveiled their brand new, eighth generation Golf just last month. We know that VW plans to send gti here in 2021, and golf r later, but unfortunately not SportWagen and Alltrack. In the meantime, you can get 2020 Golf hatchback and GTI models that are available with a six-
speed manual. And what's even better is that we now have confirmation that the new model will keep this tradition alive. Alive.
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